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to each 

her own 

LIPSTICK 
 

“When a woman has the right lipstick, it isn’t everything but it’s a 

definitely good start”   COCO CHANEL 
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Like Coco Chanel, millions of others have attributed absolute power to this 

mixture of wax, pigment and oils – well, actually, today’s lipstick formulas are a 

bit more complicated than that… 

The theories of “oral fixation” seem to have found an indulgent partner in lipstick. 

“I’m a lipstick addict” claims Jessica Pollington, author of the book Lipstick 

where she boasts about her weakness and suggests sharing it with a host of 

“Lipstickers Anonymous”. The invitation might well have suited Sarah 

Bernhardt: while waiting for a table at Maxim’s once, she took her scarlet lipstick 

out of her pochette and confidently spread it on her lips, shocking everyone 

present. In fact, it was an audacious move for the times, if we consider such 

gestures were not allowed except in the privacy of a ladies’ room. After her 

initiative, it became glamorous, sexy, even handy when wanting to avoid 

conversation or attract attention. Bette Davis was known to torture her make-up 

team if they didn’t lengthen the corners of the mouth enough for her taste. Joan 

Crawford, instead, insisted on a carefully designed lip contour with a rounded 

touch on the upper lip in order to improve what she considered  excessively hard 

features for her age. And what about the lips of Mae West, those which inspired 

Dalì’s sofa? Some years later, Audrey Hepburn  refused dark lipstick arguing that 

it would turn her mouth into a line. Raquel Welch, on the other hand, balanced 

her curves by using a pink-caramel lipstick.  

This magic little wand, then, definitely has its powers, capable as it is of 

transforming a woman’s face by a mere touch. Focalizing attention on that red, 

fleshy and irresistible pout (Freud would certainly have his say on the subject) is 

just about the most seductive, intimate and sensual invitation we can offer. 

Present trends offer a woman the freedom of choosing her own colours and 

textures – satined or shiny, discreet or showy, light or dark – but always keeping 

in mind that whatever her choice, her lips must look beautiful, sculpted, fleshy, 

soft, conspicuous. How to reach that aim? Let each find her own way, her own 

technique. A maximum of liberty for a single result: sheer beauty. 
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LIPSTICK AND VANGUARDS 

We can have a pink and shiny heart painted on our lips, prim and proper. On the 

opposite side, we have clown-like smudged lips, red stains. Then what is the right 

trend? The answer is: coloring your mouth the way you want it to be. That is right: 

after years of hesitation between opacity and gleam, between bright and dark shades, 

between precise and smeared lip lining, make-up artists and cosmeticians have found a 

solution. They have created customized formulae, with different effects depending on 

how the lipstick is used and on the type of skin. The secret lies in hybrid pigments and 

in treated powders, capable of mirroring the lipstick shades and its brightness, therefore 

of giving our lips a unique tone. But that is not all, because today lipstick is not a mere 

makeup tool: it is a multisensory experience which begins with the packaging and ends 

with the formula, teasing our sight, sense of smell, hearing and touch. 

 

PACKAGING 

Packaging can follow different paths. To begin with, we have the ecologically correct 

one: bioplastics made from corn starch, sugar beet and seaweeds are now used to make 

lipstick pouches. Then, we have the technological path: the case is closed using a 

magnet. Last but not least, practicality, i.e. metallic packs: as they are always cold, they 

are easy to find in city women's purses, which are always full of bits and pieces. 

 

SOUND 

Now lipsticks can be chosen through sound. Some lipsticks can "make sounds" and 

they are appreciated because they become accessories to seduction. The lipstick is 

opened by pushing the bottom, which makes a "click" that sounds like a warning: 

"Look at me, I am about to apply my lipstick". Now, according to the different types of 

opening mechanisms, we have lipsticks with different sounds. 

 

FEATURES 

Eastern and Western world dealing with lipstick. 

Warm weaves. Cinematographic hints: a red lipstick under a hat protecting fair skin. It 

is an image recalling movies like The Lover, where the cherry-red lips of a French 

teenage girl are a prelude to a clandestine romance in the Saigon of the 1930s. Just as 

young is the American Lolita: the camera lingering on the smudged cherry-red lipstick 

gives us the only evidence of the secret adultery. While in the romantic plot of In the 

Mood for Love, doubt arises from an abandoned lipstick-stained cigarette butt in an 

apartment in Hong Kong. Images linked with a common message without geographical 

borders: "From East to West, red lipstick represents passion, but also a certain romantic 
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mystery". In some cases, the use of lipstick in movies also defines the subtlety and 

refinement of the movie itself. 

 

DIFFERENT CHOICES 

Aside from seduction, red lipstick is seen as a fashion accessory in Western countries, 

while in Eastern countries it is still a symbol of tradition. In Japan, lipstick is called 

beni, from the flower's name benibana (meaning "contour" in English), which is the 

raw material for the original creamy formula covered in crystallized sugar to make it 

shiny. Such lipstick used to be applied with a brush and a ceramic bowl. 

For Japanese women, red lipstick is very important for weddings and for the theater; 

generally, Asian women tend to see red lipstick as something nostalgic, because it is a 

real classic in their cultures. Another example is the ritual makeup for geishas: a pillar 

in the history of Japanese beauty which has become famous all over the world. Also in 

China, red lipstick is used for important celebrations, such as New Year, when women 

match their cheongsam (a traditional dress) with black eyeliner and red lips. It is a 

good omen that the Chinese word to say "red" is "hong", which also includes the 

concept of prosperity. Just one warning: be careful not to use it too heavily, or you 

might end up with an excessively dramatic look or you might end up looking like a 

character from the Chinese Opera. The clearest differences lie in the expectations 

leading the lipstick market: according to a research, the expectations of Asian women 

revolve around hydration and care, while the long-lasting effect is a secondary aspect - 

which is the exact opposite of what Western women ask. As for color, European 

women tend to make the biggest mistakes: just like they tend to use darker shades of 

foundation, they choose excessively blue-based red lipsticks: the result is usually dull 

complexion. Asian women are more sensitive to color when they have to complement 

their complexion. 

 

THE RULES OF THE GAME 

Putting make up on is an easy game without many rules which, one learned, can be 

endlessly repeated without fail. It is the secret of professional make-up artists, who 

choose colors according to the painter Albert Munsell's theories. No need to get scared. 

First of all, you need to know what type of person you are. People can be divided into 

four categories based on the hues of their complexion, hair and eyes. By cross-checking 

one's chromatic features with the features of lipsticks, rouges and eye shadows, we will 

obtain the perfect makeup. Here are the types: the "Summer" woman is light haired, she 

has light complexion and cool eyes; the "Spring" woman is honey blonde haired, she 

has hazel or green eyes and golden complexion; the "Autumn" woman is dark blonde, 
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brunette or redhead, she has got bright brown eyes and ember complexion; the 

"Winter" woman is brown or dark haired, she has dark eyes and olive-colored 

complexion. We could say that "Summer" and "Winter" are "lunar" women, their 

beauty is cold, while "Spring" and "Autumn" women have a warm and sunny beauty. 

Once we have determined the season type, we can choose the makeup color. The final 

goal is harmony, which can be obtained by following Munsell's three dimensions of 

color: 1) Hue, which can be warm or cold (in the first case, working with yellows and 

blues: for example, sage green is a warm hue, while bottle green is a cold one). While 

sunny women look better in golden hues, lunar women should choose bluer hues. 2) 

Chroma or Saturation, i.e. the purity of a color: dark women look good with high 

saturation colors, while fair women should choose light, low saturation colors. 3) Value 

or Brightness, i.e. the ability to reflect light. Two examples: "Spring" women look good 

with opaque colors because they are already naturally "shiny", while "Winter" women 

need bright, vibrant colors. 

 

LIPSTICK SCAN 

Kisses leave an unmistakable trace of us. It is not only a romantic theory, it is also a 

scientific one: in the future, after fingerprint and iris recognition, our mouths could 

become another form of biometrics. Surprisingly enough, just like with fingerprints, 

scientists have found that the outline of our mouth and lips is unique. In regard to color 

palette, our perceptions and desires are not the same all over the world. In countries 

like China, for example, women prefer lip balms to lipsticks, meaning they favor care 

over color. For those who are more into color, technology is highly advanced today 

thanks to hybrid pigments whose pure color is maintained unaltered by a wrapping 

film. Lip color is an existential statement of identity - a feeling which can be found in 

women at any latitude. 
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APHORISMS 

 
If you are sad, if you have a love problem, put on some makeup, wear a red lipstick and 

begin your attack. 

(Coco Chanel) 

 
I am not capable of reading a sad message without putting on my lipstick first. 

(Audrey Hepburn in the film “Breakfast at Tiffany”) 

 

I live following the man's code, destined to live in a man's world, but I never forget a 

woman's task is to choose the right lipstick hue. 

(Carol Lombard) 

 

Beauty is feeling at ease with oneself.  

Or a knockout red lipstick. 

(Gwynet Paltrow) 

 

I was so embarrassed when the plumber came... naked in the bathtub and... I didn't have 

my lipstick on! 

(Marilyn Monroe. “The seven years itch”. 1955) 

 

Find someone who will ruin your lipstick, not your mascara. 

(Marilyn Monroe) 

 

It takes only one kiss to destroy the great work of a lipstick enhancing your mouth. 

(Patrizia Magni. “Pitturare il volto”. 2013) 
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Two red hot 

tricks 

◄Self confidence and looking  
relaxed are fundamental aspects 
of behaviour. One can 
immediately tell if we feel  
comfortable with our red lips 
because these accentuate any 
other “reds” present on our 
faces. Careful, therefore, when  
using concealers on your nose 
and don’t forget to keep mouth 
corners clean. 
◄To avoid lipstick on your teeth,  
put your lips in a kissing 
posture, put your index finger 
into your mouth, put lipstick on 
and then take your finger out of 
your mouth. Excess lipstick will 
stay on your finger and not on 

your teeth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lipstick tales 
◄The story goes that at her 
death, Queen Elizabeth the  
Great had a bright red, one 
centimeter thick layer of   
lipstick on her lips. 
◄Red lips make teeth look  
whiter. 
◄During the Second World War, 
women used eggplant juice as 
red lipstick.  
◄Marilyn Monroe used 5  
different shades of lipstick to   
get that famous “curve” to her 
lips. 

 Curiosita’ 
   sul rossetto 
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QUINTESSENTIAL  

LIPSTICK                    
Lipstick has a multi-dimensional 
value enhanced by its texture 
and its thousand colours. It also 
means comfort and a soothing 
effect. But most of all, it aims at 
playing with the possibilities of 
light.    
 

COLORS THAT VIBRATE:   
Light makes it possible to create 
tricks and illusions or even to 
“invent” new colours. These 
tricks of light not only enhance 
the colour we choose but 
provide a corrective action: 
reflection increases volume. As 
a consequence, lips seem fuller, 
more fleshy.         
 

LONG LASTING:         
The support of softeners at a 
low rate of colour transfer is 
fundamental because it 
guarantees even a high % of 
pigments to slide onto the lips 
without drying them up while 
retaining a long lasting 
freshness and softness.                                      
 

LIKE A SECOND SKIN:  It 
adheres perfectly to the lips 
following their every movement  
like a shadow, thanks to the 
action  of anti-age ingredients 
and film  generating substances 
ensuring total and long lasting 
coverage.          
 

TO SEEM AND 

TO BE 
We all know that colours act 
on us at all levels: emotional 
and physical, mental and 
spiritual. This is why, once 
we have discovered the 
power of a certain colour, its 
use may be considered 
therapeutic. It’s enough, 
therefore, to choose the 
right nuance for the best 
results. The different shades 

of red enliven our work 
activities and stimulate our 
will to live. Coral, on the 
other hand, brings vitality 
back to even the greyest 
days. Not to speak of its 
power of connecting the 
senses and eliminating 
inhibitions, increasing our 
self-confidence 
and strengthening our 
sense of personal 
independence. Pink is 
definitely associated with 
delicacy and romance. In 
fact, its shades evoke 
happiness and deep 
sensations, sweet and 
sensual. Brown, instead, 
with its capacity of 
penetrating our sub 
consciousness, reinforces 
the imagination and 
intensifies the intensity of 
our dreams. The wild fruit 
tonalities help purify 
thoughts and sentiments, 
while purple provides advice 
and connects us to the 
deeper self, to our 
spirituality and internal 
strength, to our wisdom. 
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